The visit of Lanzarote took place on November 2018 and allowed to note that its defensive military structures were composed by pillboxes, truncated, pyramidal bases, ground emplacements and artillery bases. This article describes the Playa Blanca and Punta del Papagayo coastal defences and the artillery bases of Mirador del Rio for concluding that today, at about seventy years from the WWII end, they appear in good preservation state and their integrity not particularly menaced by possible further expansions of touristic and residential centres. In addition, their study provided examples of WWII Spanish military architecture and gave hints about the defence concepts involved in the WWII Lanzarote defence.
Introduction
The presence of bunkers in the Canary Islands comes to my attention through an article (Anonym, 2018) Palma, which due to its orography offered only two possible landing areas, was judged not a defence priority. Much more important were the defence of Tenerife and Gran Canaria at West and Fuerteventura and Lanzarote, with their ports and air fields, at East. An artillery battery with command bunker was built in locality Matas Blancas, Pajara coast (Fuerteventura) (Defensa, 2015) .
The allied secret services, formed by personnel members of British enterprises, of the British Las Palmas consulate, of the US Tenerife consulate and simple residents were active in acquiring information about the islands defences. The transit of workers and construction materials were monitored and communicated in different ways. For limiting their activities, large island coast portions were declared military zones with strict access interdiction to the nearby farmers and inhabitants. During the construction of a battery in Gran Canaria, the Guardia Civil reported foreign subjects engaged in espionage activities (Defensa, 2015) .
In Lanzarote (29˚2'19"N, 13˚39'1"W) (Figure 1 The denomination "pillbox" applied to casemates and bunkers is current in literature (Pillbox Study Group, 2016 -2018 although its meaning is uncertain.
In this article it will be applied to small, camouflaged bunkers provided with one or more fire apertures, encountered during the visits.
Playa Blanca Coastal Defences
The visit took place on 25 th November 2018 and, proceeding West to East; the identified military structures were the following. A well preserved old lighthouse (1) (Figure 2 ) (28˚51'19.89"N, 13˚52'21.06"W), built in local, magmatic, black breeks, composed by a one floor, square building about 20 × 20 m, and a protruding cylindrical light tower, about 10 m high and 4 m in diameter. The south facade had one window at each side of the light tower, the west facade had two windows, the north facade had an entrance and a window and the east facade had two windows and an entrance. All the windows were closed by breeks and a layer of concrete. The entrance on the east façade was closed by breeks with a superimposed concrete layer and the entrance on the north facade was closed by a brown painted, wood door. The interior was inaccessible; therefore, the internal room organization remained unknown. Satellite images show an internal, central square court. The facade walls were covered by recent graffiti. The flat roof had a balustrade and a protruding chimney at the corner between the east and the south facades. At the top, the tower preserved a white painted top circular portion in which an exit gave access to a circular balcony, and, superimposed, the metallic rests of the lamp house. No defensive structures were identified around the old lighthouse.
A well preserved truncated, pyramidal base (2) (Figure 3 A well preserved one floor, rectangular pillbox (9) (28˚51'28.03"N, 13˚47' 55.67"W) (Figure 9 (a)), about 5 × 4 m, partially buried in the terrain. The entrance and the single fire aperture were buried in the terrain, so that the inspection of its interior was not possible. Its facades and coverage were camouflaged with local, rounded magmatic stones, and a thin, horizontal concrete layer covered a portion of the front facade.
A well preserved one floor, rectangular pillbox (10) (28˚51'27.44"N, 13˚47' 55.23"W) (Figure 9(b) ), about 5 × 4 m, partially buried in the terrain. The entrance and the single fire aperture with splinter guards were buried in the terrain, so that the inspection of its interior was not possible. Its facades and coverage were camouflaged with local, rounded magmatic stones.
A possible, circular ground emplacement (11) (Figure 9 (c)), about 3 m in diameter was on a side of the pillbox (10).
A well preserved truncated, pyramidal base (12) (Figure 9 
Punta Del Papagayo Coastal Defences
The visit took place on 27 th November 2018 and continuing toward East the identified military structures were the following.
A well preserved truncated, pyramidal base (13) A well preserved truncated, pyramidal base (15) (Figure 10(e) ), 0.5 m high, 1.5 m each side at the base, 1 m each side at the top, built by local, small magmatic pebbles mixed with concrete, letting visible traces of the construction formwork. A cylindrical, metallic shaft, about 5 cm in diameter with a central hole slightly protruded at the centre of the top surface.
A well preserved, white painted geodetic stone (16) (Figure 10(f) ) formed by a cubic base with a superimposed cylinder. An oval, green plate on the base informed: A well preserved one floor, rectangular pillbox (17) (28˚51'16.77"N, 13˚47' 31.91"W) (Figure 11(a) ), about 5 × 4 m, near Playa Mujeres. Its entrance was on a road and had a single fire aperture directed toward the beach. Its facades and coverage were camouflaged with local, rounded magmatic stones.
A well preserved truncated, pyramidal base (18) (Figure 11(b) (Figure 11(e) ), about 8 × 5 m, 2.5 m high, at the West side of Playa Mujeres. Rather solid, it fallen from the cliff to the beach without structure damages. Its front facade had two fire apertures, about 30 × 40 cm, each with splinter guards, the rear façade was buried in the terrain. The facades and the coverage were camouflaged with local, sea rounded magmatic stones. A concrete layer was under the apertures.
A bad preserved truncated, pyramidal base (21) (Figure 11(f) ), 0.5 m high, 1.5 m each side at the base, 1 m each side at the top, built by local, small magmatic pebbles mixed with concrete. Part of the top was lost. The sides were deeply eroded letting visible layers corresponding to the construction formwork. A cylindrical, metallic shaft, about 5 cm in diameter with a central hole slightly protruded at the centre of the top surface.
A well preserved one floor, rectangular pillbox (22) (28˚51'0.74"N, 13˚47' 28.98"W) (Figures 12(a)-(c) ), about 8 × 5 m, 2.5 m high, leaning against the cliff and partially buried in the sand. Its front facade had two fire apertures, about 30 × 40 cm, without splinter guards and its side facade had one entrance. The facades 
Mirador Del Rio Artillery Batteries
The (28), (4) buried rectangular bunker (29), (5) bunker (30), (6) 
Discussion
The Lanzarote defences were composed mainly by pillboxes, truncated, pyramidal bases, ground emplacements and artillery bases.
The pillboxes were of simple project, easy and rapid to build. They were not built on island elevations from which dominate beaches and large spaces but letting them exposed and easy to identify. Rather, they were built low along the coasts or directly on the beaches. Normally, they were located at one side of short beaches, as pillboxes (22), (24), (26), or at both sides of longer beaches so as to cross their fire against landing forces, as the pillboxes (19)- (20) The truncated, pyramidal bases, as (2)- (3), (5)- (6), (12)- (13), (15), (18), (21), (23), (25), because of their low, difficult to identify structure, were instead located on relatively elevated positions from which dominate beaches and large spaces. They were generally close to pillboxes for supporting their fire. The bases hosted probably one offensive and defensive or static defence machinegun served by two or three soldiers. However the way in which a machine gun was mounted on a truncated pyramidal base and the machine guns designated for said bases remain unknown. The ground emplacements were located in relatively elevated positions to dominate large spaces were the fire of machine guns on said bases was judged insufficient. They offered better protection to one or two officers and about five to ten soldiers armed with personal machine guns and one or more offensive and defensive or static defence machine guns. The ground emplacements (8), (11), (13) correspond to machine gun nests (Defensa, 2015) .
The two floors, bunker (7) corresponds to the command bunker of the Punta Limones battery (Defensa, 2015) . The cylindrical shafts on the 180˚ aperture were placed later after its construction. During the WWII the aperture was free, and the reduced room dimensions, the absence on its floor of a basement for a heavy gun or a projector suggests that it was mainly used for observation and fire direction of the battery. It probably hosted a telemeter although the presence of one or more defence machine gun mounted on its own bases for far and close defence cannot be excluded. Its armoured concrete structure confirms its construction during the WWII. The battery guns were field guns on their own carriage (Defensa, 2015), therefore they needed only circumstance places not necessarily artillery emplacements. The battery personnel lodged outside the bunker in disappeared barracks or tents. The bunker (27) lodged personnel in the 1 st and 2 nd rooms and one or two guns mounted on wheeled support in the 3 rd room to be conducted and placed outside through the ramp. The square pit (Tomezzoli, 2017) near the entrance was probably an open, drinking water cistern although the function of external observation post for the surveillance and protection of the bunker by one soldier cannot be ruled out. The absence of trace of a kitchen and latrines at the interior and a chimney at the exterior, indicate that the personnel lodged outside the bunker in disappeared barracks or tents and reached the bunker in case of alarms. The bunkers (7), (27), (29)- (31), (39) correspond to casemates (Defensa, 2015) .
The pillboxes and casemates of Lanzarote both for project and construction appear rather different with respect to the German Regelbauten (Rudi, 1998) and Italian bunkers (Tomezzoli, 2012 (Tomezzoli, , 2013 (Tomezzoli, , 2015b and more similar to the British pillboxes type 22-28 (Pillbox Study Group, 2016 -2018 .
The old lighthouse was an excellent observation place for controlling the naval 
Conclusion
Today, at about seventy years from the WWII end, to which they did not participated, the discovered Lanzarote military structures appear in good preservation state and, because of their location on the beaches, on the cliffs, and at Mirador del Rio, their integrity is not particularly menaced by possible further expansions of touristic and residential centres. In addition, their study provided examples of WWII Spanish military architecture and gave hints about the defence concepts involved in the WWII Lanzarote defence.
